A. H. Clifford [4] has proved that a commutative o-group is embeddable in a conditionally complete group if and only if it is integrally closed. We here extend this result to noncommutative groups.
Theorem 1. An o-group G is embeddable in a conditionally complete o-group with preservation of order, g.l.b., and l.u.b. */ and only if G is integrally closed.
If G is so embeddable, and na go, n = 1, 2, • • •, let u = V(na; all n); then u-a^na, n -1, 2, • • • , u-a^u, ago (cf. [l, p. 322]).
It is well known that if L(X), U(X) denote the sets of all lower and of all upper bounds, respectively, for all the elements of a subset XQG, then the operation X*=L(U(X)) has the closure properties: X*DX; X**=X*; XD Y implies X*Z) Y*; and that the class & of all "closed" sets C = C* is a conditionally complete lattice under set inclusion, with set intersection effective as g.l.b., and closure of set union as l. Let X££,y^u-x, all uEU(X), xEX. Then x£ -y+u, -y+uE U(X) for all m£J/(X). Let ua be any element of U(X). Then -y+ua = u\, -y+u\ = «2, • • • where UiEU(X), and uo = ny+un. Thus ny = uo -u"^u0-Xo, xo any fixed element of X. By integral closure, ygO. Hence /\(u -x)=0.
Similarly A(-£+w)=0. 3 . Commutativity in integrally closed groups. G. Birkhoff has raised the question whether archimedean order in /-groups does not imply commutativity [l, p. 329]. In this connection he quotes the following theorem [3] .
Theorem 2 (H. Cartan).
If G is an archimedean ordered o-group, then linear order implies commutativity.
He also conjectures the truth of the following theorem. Finally, |flnVön-aVö| = \anVbn-a"Vb+anVb-aVb\ g \anVbn-an\/b\ + \anVb-aVb\ + \anVbn-an\Jb\ g |bn-b\ + \an-a\ +1bn-b\ =W + wn 4-W I 0.
We say a sequence is o-regular in case, for some wn j, 0, | -an+p4-a"| V|a" -a"+p| =w", all », /> = 1, 2, ■ ■ Theorem 6. Faery o-convergent sequence is o-regular.
For |a"-an+p| = | (an-a) + (a-an+P)\ g\an-a\ +\a -an+p\ +\a"-a\ g3w". Similarly, | -an+p-\-a"\ g3w"', by the remark preceding Theorem 5. G is called o-complete in case every o-regular sequence o-converges. In a previous paper conditions were given for a commutative /-group to be o-complete. The conditions and proofs given there [5] extend readily to the noncommutative case. We merely state the following theorem. (Cf. Kantorovitch [6] for the commutative case.) For if a" is o-regular, \an -a\ gw", -w"ga" -a, -Wi+ag -wn+a£an (all n). Hence by completeness, Aß» exists and (iv) above is satisfied.
One naturally asks whether an arbitrary /-group may be embedded in an o-complete /-group. Let ® be the set of all elements X of S (cf. §2) for which an inverse exists: X+ F=0= Y-\-X.
Theorem 8. Every l-group G is embeddable with preservation of order, g.l.b., l.u.b., and o-convergence in the l-group ®, which is o-complete.
The correspondence a-»(a)* maps G into ® with preservation of order, g.l.b., l.u.b. (and hence o-convergence), by the discussion in §2. That ® is an o-group is obvious. We must show that the order is a lattice order. We need only the following lemma. (2) /(0)=0,/(l) = l. For/, g in F, define fg=f(g(x)), and f^g to mean f(x) Si g(x), Ogxgl. Theorem 9. T is an l-group, non-integrally closed.
Under composition, T is the well known [8] group of topological transformations of (0, 1) into itself, with identity e(x) =x. Verification of the order postulates is trivial. The function w(a:)=max (/(#), e(x)), Ogxgl, is in the class T and has the properties of a l.u.b. for/(x) and e(x). This is sufficient for lattice order. The function b(x) in F defined by a broken line of four segments: b(x)=x on (0, 1/4) and on (3/4, 1) with o(l/2)=5/8 is obviously bounded: 6"g/ for some/, all n, but b not less than or equal to e. Theorem 10. In an l-group, the relation (aba~lb~v)n<ab, a, b>e, n -1,2,---, need not be true. Indeed in the l-group T, there are elements /, g>efor which the elements (/g/_1g-1)"> « = 0, +1, ±2, • • • , are unbounded by any element. or/_1(x) must be greater than or equal to x on an interval (0, d), hence its powers cannot be bounded by any continuous function (see the argument of Theorem 10). It is clear however that an algebraic function similar to the broken line of Theorem 9 can be defined, hence the group is not integrally closed.
6. The free group, combinatorial order. Let F be the free group with two generators a, b. We recall that an order may be established in a group G by defining a subsemi-group of "positive" elements K which (a) is closed under multiplication, (b) is closed under conjugation: gKg~lrZK, all gGG, (c) contains e, and no other element along with its inverse. Then a = o is defined to mean ab~l£zK [lj. These conditions are equivalent to (1, 3) of §2. A first attempt to define art o-group on F consists in letting Ko be the set of all elements expressible as products of conjugates of a and of ö, together with the identity e. Lemma 8. In any l-group, an^e for some n implies a^e.
However, in the group F one has A = ab~ia'bia~lb»~1b not greater than or equal to e and A2 = (ab~2a2b2a-1) (baobab-1) (b-1a(ab2a-1b)a~1b)>e. Now if Fwere integrally closed, by Theorem 1, //would be embeddable in an /-group. Or one may argue directly that A2n > e, A2n+1 > A, hence A n >B for any B<e, A (directed set property), and integral closure would imply A^e.
7. The free group, function order. Again let F be the free group with generators a, b, and let T be the group of continuous monotone functions of §5. Denote by T+ the functions/(;c) = x, Ogxgl, of T. We now introduce an order into F by defining a positive class F+ consisting of e, and of all formal products ambn ■ ■ ■ of F for which fmgn ■ ■ ■ (x)£;T+ for all/, g of T+.
It is clear that F+ is closed under multiplication and conjugation, inasmuch as T+ is. Moreover, if a formal product ambn • ■ ■ Ae were in F+ along with its inverse, we should have/mgn • • • (x)=x, Ogxgl, for all/, g of 7"+.
We show that this is impossible. We can define/-1 (and hence/) and Fm+i(l/2) as we wish provided only that F(l/2) has not previously occurred as a point of definition of/-1. If previously Fü=/-1Fä_i, k^m,we would contradict (2). If Fk=fFk-i and thus/-1(Fi) =Ffc_i either k<m is impossible by The fact that F+-order is non-integrally closed seems deeper, and has curious consequences for function theory which we shall point out later. under substitution yields a function P(f, g) =fg~2fg2f~1gf~lg which has P(f, g)(l/2) > 1/2, and other broken lines for which P(f, g)(l/2) < 1/2. (This is most easily accomplished graphically by a point by point construction of the functions and their inverses from the right end of P, in the first case always assigning/, g values as great as is possible, consistent with monotonicity, in the second case, as small.) Lemma 11. // for some fo, go of T+ and x0 on (0, 1) one has P(fo, go)(*o) =fogF2foglfF1gQfö'1go(xo) <x0, then P(f0, go)(x{) >xu and P(f0, go)(xi) >x2, where xi = J3-1 (Jo, go)(xo) <x0 <x2=A(fo, go)(xo).
Let P(xo) =B_1A(xo) <x0 (where throughout we understand that/0, go are substituted for a, b respectively). Then B~lA(A(xo))^B(xo)>A(xo)>xo.
Similarly, B~lA (P-^Xo)) ^B-lA-'lB(xo)>B-1(xo).
Lemma 12. In the group F with function order F+, one has P"B>efor all v, with P not greater than or equal to e. 
